FILM PRODUCTION SERVICES IN 35 COUNTRIES

INDIA SHOOTS is a unique line production company operating out of 35 countries. With our extensive network, we
execute medium and large scale international and multi-country productions. India Shoots takes care of your film
shootings in India and outside.
Backed by a highly-skilled, vastly experienced and globally-connected team, we handhold your film productions,
providing the most modern equipment, shooting permissions, subsidy- grants guidance and logistics facilitation in
a hassle-free manner. We understand Cinema and its diverse requirements, contingencies and lastminute adjustments and align ourselves to your need.
With a proved track record, contacts and partners in each region at both government and private level, India
Shoots have delivered in a way no one else has. Work with people who understand Global Cinema and its diverse
requirements. We have made this process much simpler and faster than ever before.
The company is promoted by Mr. Manoj Srivastava, Ex-CEO ESG, International Film Festival of India, Goa and ExDirector National Film Awards, Government of India.
Our services at a glance:
1. Production Management
2. Locations Scouting and Permits
3. Subsidy Management and Guidance
4. Hiring Crew and Extras, Casting
5. Logistics (ATA Carnet), Accommodation and Catering
6. Organising Film Equipment, SFX Equipment, Rigging, Pyrotechnics and Picture Vehicles
7. Developing Sets, Props and Costumes
8. Specialised Stunts and VFX team
9. Organising Defence Equipment and Weapons
We have executed major film productions and Television commercials of Global brands spanning 30 countries
with crew sizes of over 400 people at once.
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services.
* Line Production
* Film Subsidy Guidance
* Budgeting for projects; large and small, scheduling for feature films and drama
documentaries
* Script review to advise on any sensitive areas with regard to filming permissions
* Location scouting and all paperwork for location permissions
* Arranging visas and work permits where relevant
* Casting talent, extras
* Hiring freelance crew in all departments
* Renting equipment, including camera, grip, lighting and crash vehicles
* Organising Army/Defence equipment and vehicles
* Coordinating travel and living arrangements
* Overseeing shipping, carnet and customs clearance
* Specialised SFX Stunts Team
* Specialised VFX Team with Post VFX facilities
* Organizing special effects equipment, rigging, pyrotechnics
* Creating and/or securing props, weapons, set dressing
* Assembling wardrobe creation, purchase/rental, seamstresses, tailors
* Hiring makeup, hair, prosthetics team, supplies
* Arranging transportation, picture vehicles and marine requirements
* Arranging art department and construction setup
* Hiring a craft service team for onset catering
* Post-production services, editing, sound syncing
* Photoshoot servicing and behind-the-scenes-stills
* Actor & Staff Security

countries.
Georgia: 20-25%
Turkey: 18%
Hungary: 25%
Thailand: 15-20%
Australia: 16.5-40%
Morocco: 20%
Estonia: 30%
Singapore: 40%
Lithuania: 20%
Hong Kong: 35%

South Korea: 20-25%
Jordan: 16%
France: 30%
Finland: 25%
Fiji: 47%
Malaysia: 30%
New Zealand: 20-25%
UAE: 30%
Taiwan: 30%
Ireland: 28%

Poland: 25%
Mauritius: 40%
Germany: 20%
United Kingdom: 25%
Malta: 27%
Italy: 25%
China: 40%
Austria: 25%
Croatia: 20%
South Africa: 20%

network.
Manoj Srivastava Media Corps Private Limited (MSM Worldwide - www.msmediacorps.com) is the Parent
company of INDIA SHOOTS (www.indiashoots.com). We have a diversified network of companies that
includes FESTIVAL CONTENT (www.festivalcontent.com), which distributes and manages participation of
films in the film festivals globally; MSM STUDIOS, provides SFX and VFX facilities to filmmakers throughout
the world; School of Media & Entertainment, a film and media school based in New Delhi.
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